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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
~he purpose of this program i. to evaluate .tructural con-
cepts for deploying and supporting lightweight solar-array 
blankets for geosynchronous dlectrical power. The following dis-
cussion is based on material contained in reference 1. 
Communication by geosynchronous satellites may require power 
systems in excess of 20 kW, with efficiencies from 60 W/kg to 
over 400 W/kg. The state-of-the-art of the present hardware is 
considered to be the Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS) array, 
which has an array effectiveness of 66 W/kg. 
The SEPS blanket surface has a mass density of 0.90 k9/m2 
and a power density of 100 w/m2. The blanket mass is 11) kg and 
the structure mass is 76 kg. With the advent of the NASA-OAST 
ultrathin (50 ~m) silicon solar cell, significantly higher solar-
array blanket specific power became possible. (A solar-array 
blanket is the celled area of the array but witho~t any supporting 
or deploying structure.) Blanket sp~cific powers ~anging from 
200 to over 700 W/kg appear achievable as the cell, cover, and 
interconnect technologies mature. Three somewhat arbitrary 
blanket designs are specified in the JPL St~tement of Work 
(Table I), representing three stages of blanket development. (For 
blanket d('sign details 'se reference 2.) To derive the maximum 
benefit from high-performance blankets, it is necessary to develop 
new structural concepts, especially since existing structural 
designs are not entirely compatible with these high-technology 
blankets. The resu~ting blanket and structure combination achieves 
the high sp~cif ic power levels neCeSSaI"y to support the projected 
requirements of the growing number of launch mass const~ained geo-
synchronous missions. 
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TABLE I. DESIGN PROGRESSION COMPARISONS FOR 126-m2 ARRAYS*. 
PARAMETER SEPS BASELINE DESIGN 1 DESIGN 2 DESIGN 3 
--
Arra~' blanket O.qO kg/m2 0.64 kg/m 2 0.42 kg/m 2 0.24 kg/m 2 
100 w/m2 135 w/m2 189 w/m2 189 w/m2 
Array power 12.5 kW 17 kW 23.9 kW 23.9 kW 
Blanket mass 113 kg 81 kg 53 kg 30 kg 
Structure mass 76 kg (:: 54 kg) <:: 35 kg} (~ 21 kg) 
Blanket mass 0.6 (~ 0.6) (~ 0.6) (~ 0.6) Blanket mass+structure mass 
Array power 66 W/kg (: 125 W/kg) I (~ 270 W/kg) (~ 470 W/kg, Array mass 
Length to width ratio 7.9 TBD TBD TBD 
f\J Natural frequency 0.05 3z TBD TBD TBD 
---
·Values in parentheses indicate Statement of Work specified values. 
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One of the primary concel·ns of these new low-mass s" ~ ... .:tural 
CO~Cdpts is structural stiffness. ~tructural stiffness, aa indi-
cated by high natural design frequency, is important ao as to 
avoid interaction with the attitude control system and to plovide 
strength during transient eventa such as eclipses. SEPS has a 
O.OS-Hz natural frequency. Whila adequate for thicker solar cell 
arrays, a higher natu~al frequency is Jeaira~le for ~ thin cell 
array. 
Natural frequencies are in~reased by deepening the structure, 
by using materials of higher modulus to density ratio, and by 
lowering the array aspect ratio. Blanket stiffness is obtained by 
tensioning the blanket, by making periodic attachments to the 
support structure, and by using lateral stiffening beams. 
Since the solar blanket itself is an expensive and fragile 
component, its protection is of primary concern. To minim~ze 
blanket handling, the blanket should be assembled to the structure 
late in fabrication. Launch loads on the blanket must be fully 
reacted by ~ containment str.ucture. Deployment must be slow and 
controlled so that dynamic loadings on the blanket are minimizert. 
The following sections present a list of symbols used in 
this report. 
1.1 SYMBOLS 
A cross-sectional area (m2 ) 
a blanket width (m) 
a/~ composite honeycomb parameter 
b beam width, blanket batten wiuth (m) 
8 batten-diagonal angle (degrees) 
D beam diameter, flexural rigidity (m, N-m) 
d member dia.meter (m) 
t. deflection (m) 
t.T temperature difference ( K) 
1.2 
E 
f 
GJ 
h 
I 
K 
k 
L 
~ 
M 
m' 
lJ 
N 
n 
v 
p 
q 
r 
s 
T 
t 
U 
v 
SUBSCRIPTS 
AM 
a 
att 
b 
beam 
modulu. of elasticity (N/m2) 
strain, efficiency 
beam cantilever freqv.w .... y (~z) 
torsional rigidity (Nfl'.!) 
beam depth, core thicknes. (m) 
area moment (m4) 
vibration con.tant 
multiplying factor 
ber'lm length (m) 
bay length (m) 
mass, moment (kg, N-m) 
surface density (kg/m2 ) 
linear density (kg/m) 
friction coefficient 
total mass/longeron mass 
numb~· ~f ~lanket segments, number of st4ndoffs 
Poi,~,.)n 's l'atio 
load (N) 
pressure (N/m2) 
radi us (m) 
stack height (m) 
density (kq/m2) 
stress (N/m2) 
blanket or guide cable t~nsion (N) 
thickntss (m) 
panel unsupported length (m) 
deployment velocity (m/s) 
Astromast 
adhesive, actuator 
attachment 
battens, bending 
beam 
4 
bl blanket Ij 
c honeycomb core 
cont container 1 1 
. 
d diagonal.; diameter .:1 
I 
"- depl mttch deployment mechani.m i ~ 
~ ESS Extendible :Jupport Structure , Eu Euler 1 f frequency; facing fb face batten. j fd face diagonals 
9 fiberglass 
gc guide cables 
h harne." 
j joints 
~ longerons; length 
m mass J J 
mem members 
p load 
pan panels 
s strut 
SB Astro STACBEAM 
so standoffs i J 
sys system l i 
t tape 
t')rs torsion 
l 
tot total ~ 
tu tubes 1 
sb side battens , 1 
sd side diagonals 
1.3 SUPERSCRIPTS .. 
m empirical numbers 
j' 
SECTION 2 
GROUND RULES 
Three structural concepts will be evaluated for efficiency 
in deployment ~nd support of solar-array blankets. In order that 
the merits of each are considered in an unbiased manner., certain 
ground rules are established. 
2.1 ACCOROIAN-PACKAGE BLANKET 
The SEPS array employs a flexible blanket which is folded in 
accorrlia~ fashion. This is a lightweight approach which has a 
great amount of investment behind it. 
2.2 NONSTRUC'l'URAL BLANKET 
The Bolar-array blanket does not contribute to the stiffness 
of the structure in cantilever vibration. (Its tension-induced 
stiffness is a factor, however, in torsional vibrations.) There-
fore, changes iD blanket design have little effect on the struc-
tural behavior. 
2.3 INCOMPATIBLE DEFLF~~IONS 
Thermally induced changes in length are different for the 
blanket and for the structure and must be compensated for in the 
design. 
2.4 R0TARY ATTACHMI:NT 
Array angular accelerations relative to the spacecraft are 
buffered through a rotary attachment. 
2.5 WINGLIKE CONFIGURATION 
The solar blanke~ has a high a~pect ratio, so that the view 
from the spacecraft is blocked only sliyhtly. 
6 
2.6 SMALL RELATIVE MASS 
The mass of the blanket and its structure is considered to 
be small in compari.50n so the total spacecraft mass. Therefore, 
the cantilever vibration frequency approximates the lowest fre-
y'lency mode. 
2.7 THF.RMALLY ISOLATED BLANKET 
Each concept is d8signed so that no radiating structure is 
clnsC' to the blanket. 
The structure places no specific demand on blanket cell 
pa t tern. 
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SECTION "3 
CENERAL DESCRIPTION 
aQUUS j .L _4i. J ggu ZiLLJ JSZL • .2 
The generdl concppt of d system for deploying and supporting 
a solar-cell blank~t is shown in figure 1. 
of several components, as follows. 
3.1 BLANKET 
The system consists 
Tho 801.1r-c('11 bLmket is of the fll'xibl0 typE' with various 
surf.wo dL'nsiti(~s delined by Dl.'siqns 1, 2, .\lld 3 (Hl~(, T.lble I). 
It it> dividl'd inlo Hl'qments by ;lllcl-n.1linll folds so lhat it 
'l'hc an'd of thl' b.l,lnket is 126 2 m 
J.2 BLANKET Cl)N'l'A I m-tEN'I' S'l'HUCTU HE 
TIlt' bl.u1kl't is ~)l-l)tccted .1I1d rl'~;tl'ililll'd durinq stOl".lQe and 
l.1ttnch by thl' cont..linmLnt slrllctllrt' whil'll cOlwisls of .1 p.dr ot 
pdl1('ls, above <lnd bC'low the till.' p.1ck.Hll'd bL.lnkel (Sl'l.' figll" 2) 
Fl)!- dop)oyml.·nt, ttl(' uI!.lcr pime\ is rLlc.lSed ,1I1d pivot!.> .1W.IY [1-0m 
tl1l.' blanket. 
3 •. ~ Slll'l'OHT STHllCTUHE (BEAr-\) 
TIlt' bl,l/~kl't is pulled out dnd tlupportod by d dl.'ploY'lble bL~ilm 
'l'he bC'am l.1t. t i co 
m.lll',-i.ll is .1SSllltll'd to bl' qr.ll'hitL'/l'POXY compositl' in cithl"- lul)l' 
or rod tonn; this millerial hus cxtremt.·ly hiqh specific strenqlh 
(·/f)). '1'IH' beam Llllice confiqur.ltion is iHijuslt'd so thdl thl' 
,:.lnt ill'ver I l"eql'l.'ncy is approximatl'ly 0.15 liz. 
Thl"t:,t' cOncl~l'ts of support strllctu[-es ,'lI-L' to be invC'stigatl'd. 
Tlw ESS (Extc'/idiblC' Support Structure) .lnd t1w Asll-omdst were 
dt'vl'J~'ped by AstnJ Hl'search Cor-pOl-,ltion (Astro) hcltl have SllC-
-:l~~'stlIJl~ tlo~'11 In Sp.1Ct'; th<.' STACBEAM is undl'}" dl'velopnH_~nt .ll Astra. 
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Figure 1. General systerr. concept for deploying ar~ supporting 
a solar-cell blanket. 
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3.4 BLANKET STIFFENING BATTENS 
Lateral stiffness is developed in the blanket by att3ched 
deployable battens. These ara flat when the blanket is in its 
packaged condition. Upon deployment, they become beams of tri-
angular cross section (sea Detail A, Figure 3). 
3.S STANDOFFS 
The blanket is attached to the structure indirectly by 
standoffs. The standoffs hold the blanket away from the structure, 
thus minimizing radiative heating of the blanket. Y addition, 
the st~;,ndoifs ml.lke relative deflections possible between the 
blanket and structure by pivoting along the wing axis. 
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SECTION 4 
SYSTEM MASS 
The system mass is the sum of the ma •• es of the blanket and 
its container and harne.a, beam, deployment mechaniom, actuator, 
guide cables, blanket stiffening batten., and standoffs, as 
follows: 
M a M + M t M + M + M ays bl cant harn beam depl mech 
+ M + M + Mb + M a gc so 
( 1 ) 
The first t.hree terms depend only on blanket design, and the re-
maining terms are affected by beam structural configuration. 
These terms are addressed sequentially in the following sections. 
4.1 BLANKET 
The mass of t:o blanket is a design variable: values to be 
addressed are given in Table I. In the scope of this investi-
gation, the blanket is of specific size: 126 m2 in area with a 
7.9 aspect ratio. However, its surface density is variable and 
values are used which reflect Designs 1, 2, and 3 of Table I with 
blanket surface densities of 0.643, 0.421, and 0.238 kg/m2, re-
spectively. T~ese surface densities correspond to blanket masses 
of 81, 53, and 30 kg, respectively. 
4.2 BLANKET CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE 
The packaged blanket is held in position by a pair of panels 
as shown in Figure 2. The design pressure on the blanket is 
based on that used on SEPS (1.5 psi). On the rationale that this 
pressure provides restraint forces which overcome blanket inertia 
during launch, this pressure is made proportional to blanket mass. 
13 
r 
q • ( 
Mbl ) 113 kg ( 2 ) 
Each panel consists of a honeycomb st~ucture which consists 
of a core of aluminum honeycomb material with facing sheets. For 
t~e condition shown in Figure 2, the panel d.flection is 
where 
... 
.. 
0 ... 
E ... 
h ... 
t f = 
v = 
( 3) 
bending deflection constant ~ 1/384 for fixed ends 
unsupported length, consistent with Kb (Appendix A) 
,. 1.064 m 
flexural rigidity .. Eh 2t f /2(l - v
2 ) 
modulus of facing material 
-
1.3 x lOll 
core thickness 
facing thickness 
Poisson's ratio .. 0.326 
Then, the required core thickness is given by 
= (4 ) 
Ti.· .. facing in this case consists of a lattice of unidirectional 
graphite ~ilament tapes shown in Figure 2. The stiffness and mass 
of a panel ccnsisting of this type of facing sheet are given in 
reference 3 wh1~h investigates this concept in detail. The stiff-
ness is obtained by Ilsing an effective facing thickne3s, whereby 
the lattice is con3ide~~d to be smeared over the entire facing 
sheet so that 
14 
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• ( 5) 
where aft ia the lattice parameter and tt i. the tape thickne8~. 
The panel ma •• per unit ~r~a ie 
m • 
( 6, 
where 
a/~ • lattice parameter • 0.3 
Pt • tape density • 1520 kg/m
3 
tt • tape thickness • 0.14 mm 
Pc • core density • 48 kg/m
3 
p • adhesive density"" 5770 kg/m 3 a 
ta • adhesiJe thickness - 0.0254 mm 
The above quantities were extracted from information presented in 
reference 2. The allowable panel deflection 6 is, determined from 
foam padding, force-deflection characteristics. 
The SEPS pad (ref. 4, Figure 3-13) had the following crush 
pattern: 
1) Thl.'! initial 1.5 cm of crush produces little resisting 
force: 
2) The next 0.5 em builds elastically to 3500 Pa (N/m2) : 
3) The next 0.5 cm crushes plastically, remaining at 3500 
Pa: and 
4) The final 0.6 em builds elastically to over 10,000 Pa. 
Designing to this fourth region, whereby the pad is crushed beyond 
2.5 cm, the pressure load on the SEPS blanket varies over its 
surface in the range of 9000 to 12,000 Pa if the panel deflection 
is 
15 
I , 
(). • 0.3 cm 
Thu., the required core thickne •• in meters can be expressed 
a. a function of blan~et mas. in kilogram.: 
h • 0.00309 I~l (7) 
Panel manses to contain the various blankets are shown in 
the following table using Eqa. (6) and (7), assumin~ a pair of 
panels contain a folded blanket having length and width of 4.0 
meters and 0.4 meters. 
DESICN Mbl 
(kg) h (cm) Mpan (kg) 
----
1 81 I . • 78 5.42 
2 53 2.25 4.79 
3 30 1.69 4.14 
Additional mass is required for support beams which contri-
bute a mass of approximately 1.0 kg (see Appendix'A). For at-
tachment to the spacecraft, these masses are doubled to account 
for miscellaneous coupling hardware. Thus, the containment masses 
for Designs 1, 2, and 3 are 13.9, 12.1, and 10.1 kg, respe~tively. 
4.3 HARNESS 
The mass of the electrical harness is dependent on the blanket 
mass and is based on the SEPS harness mass (6 kg). It is assumed 
that technological improvements associated with increasing blanket 
voltage will also d~crease the ha~ness mass. The table below lists 
the values used in this analysis. 
BLANKET MASS 
(kg) 
81 
53 
30 
16 
HARNESS MASS 
(kg) 
6 
4 
3 
1 
I 
$PH 
4.4 BEAM 
The mas. of the beam is determined aa a function of its 
Thia ia examined in detail in each separate 
cantilever frequency. 
concept section. 
4.5 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM 
The mass cf the deployment mechanism i8 examined s~parately 
with each concept. 
'e.6 ACTUATOR 
The mass of the deployment actuator is assumed prop,')rtional 
to the power requirement to deploy the array which is deten,ined 
by blanket tension. The actuatoL motor is required to move the 
structure outward against the force of the blanket tension at a 
predetermined deployment velocity. The mass is 
k ~ 
a E 
where 
k = motor weight coefficient 
,. 0.2 kg/W input power 
a 
f.I "" beC'.m deployment 
friction coefficient ,. 2.0 
v = beam deployment velocity 
,. 0.055 m/s 
E = motor efficiency 
,. 0.5 
Thus, for blanket tension T expressed in Newtons, the actuator 
mass in kilograms is 
= 0.044 T 
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4.7 BLANKET GUIDE CABLES 
be 
the 
The two steel guide cables (p - 7100 kg/m J ) are d~signed to 
at a working str~ss 
longerons at their 
Tgc • PEu 
oA gc - 1f 
2 EI/2. 2 
Agc • 
rr
3Ed 4 
642.20 
or a - 210 MPa (30,000 psi) when reacting 
Euler buckling limit. That is 
The guide cable mass per unit length is 
m' 
-
2pA gc gc 
n
3Ed 4 (~)9C = ~2 32 
• 4.0 x 10 6 d 4/Q,2 (8 ) 
This quantity, ~valuated for nominal values of member diameter, 
wall t~ickness, and length, is three orders of magnitude less than 
the blanket mass-per-unit length. It is thus considered insignif-
icant in terms of affecting beam frequency, and is evaluated only 
as it affects the total system mdSS. 
18 
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4.8 BLANKET STIFFENING BATrENS 
The method of poriodic blankot stiffening is shown in Figure 
3. The batten vibration frequency ia 
• (9 ) 
whero K depends on fixity: 
K • 3.52 for fixed end (cantilever) 
• 9.87 for pinned ends 
• 14.08 for fixed center 
• 22.4 for free-free 
Because the beam width is relatively small compared to the blanket 
width, the fixed-center. aolution must closely approximate the 
vicration mode, and its K value is used in Eq. (9). 
The area moment of .inertia of the equl.vale-nt section is 
I • 
Assuming n stiffening battens at the standoff positions, the 
mass-per-unit length across the blanket, neglecting the batten 
mass itself, is 
m' 
The batten frequency fb is greater than the beam frequency 
f by a factor k f ! 
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Thus, the necessary b~tten width is 
b • (10 ) 
and the total batten mass is 
• 2 bcapn (ll~ 
This quantity is approximately two orders of magnitude less 
than the blanket mass-per-unit length, and is disregarded as is 
the guide cable mass in the frequency calculations. 
4.9 BLANKET STANDOFFS 
The blanket standoffs satisfy two requirements: 
1. To hold the 801ar=cell blanx@t away from the supporting 
structure to minimize local radiative hftating of the 
blanket, and 
2. To allow for attachment in the packaged condition. 
It has been determined (see Appendix B) that a five-member dia-
meter is sufficient standoff distance for the first requirement. 
For the second requirement, a standoff distance at the base of 
the assembly equal to the packaged sta~k height s is required. 
The n pairs of standoffs of 'loler'::''Je length (Sd + s) /2/ made of 
longeron material (area A~, density p) contribute a mass-per-unit 
length of 
m' • so 
n (5d + s) 
L pA~ (12 ) 
This quantltv, as is the case f, c the guide cables and stif-
fening battenA, is insignificant compared to the payload mass-per-
~nit length (three orders of magnitude less). This quantity is 
disregarded in the frequency calculations. 
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SECTION 5 
GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH 
The following 3pproach to beam desig,l is applicable for beams 
in which member length and diameter are independent, which is the 
case for the ESS and STACBEAM structures, but not for the ALtro-
mast (see Figure 4). The Astromast design approach is described 
in Sect ~on 7. For the ESS and the STACBEAM, the relationship 
of beam mass to frequency is determined as follows. For certain 
blanket mass and le~gth, and for various values of bay len~th, 
begin with an estimate of tube diameter and wall thickness (or 
just rod diameter). Det~rmine the cantilever vibration frequency. 
Now impose the require~ent that the blanket vibration frequency be 
t"'ree timl3s the cantilever frequency, thus determining the re-
quired blanket tension (assuming some blankec attachm~nt spacing). 
Lastly, compare the longeron buckling safety factor, or maximum 
member deilection due to reacting the blanket tension, to a pre-
determined number. In general, a difference is found and the 
calculation is repeated using different member sizes until agree-
ment is obtained. 
5.1 
5.1. 1 
where 
FREQUENCY DETERMINATIONS 
Beam Cantilever Frequency 
The vibration frequency of the cantilever beam is given by 
,---
f 3.52 J (EI) beam 
-21T 3 ML 
= 
(EI)b earn = beam bending stiffness where E = material modulus an1 I = beam equivalent area moment 
of inertia of beam 
21 
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M .. beam mass (including payload) 
L - beam length 
5.1.2 Blanket Frequency 
The vibration frequency of a tensioned blanket is given by 
.. 
whel.·~ 
f. = Lin = blanket attachment length (n =- number att blanket segment~) 
T = blanket tensi.:m 
l'CI ' .. Mbl/L bl ...'" blanket mass-per-unit length 
It is required that the blanket frequency be higher than the 
cantilever lrequenc.:y t:..:' a factor k f , or 
.. 
Then 
T = 
5.2 MEMBER SIZE DETERMINATION 
(14) 
of 
(15) 
(16 ) 
Two methods of sizing members are presented here. The first. 
method results in a relatively light structure by considering the 
longeron Euler buckling safety factor. The second method results 
in a heavier structure by requiring that all member cross sections 
23 
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be equal to that of the membeI' with the highest bending moment. 
The first method is the one used in subsequent analyses, with the 
assumption thC't local strengther..mg is done where required. 
5.2.1 Buckling 
The required 1ongeron size is determined by specifying its 
Euler buckling capacity. The blanket tension T is reacted by lhe 
two longerons adjacent to the blanket so that the longeron load 
is 
p .. T ! 
The longeron Euler capacity is given by 
,. 
· .... here 
n
2 IEI) 
mem 
-'-:-2-
~ 
(17) 
(18) 
(EI) = 
m~'m 
mel11:':'er bending stiffnesb where E = matp.rial modulus 
an(j I = member area moment of inertia as follows: 
. 
" 
4 n d 4 solid J. = 4 r = b4 for rod 
I = T: r 3t n = 8" d
3t fClr thin-wall tube 
r,d = section radius, diameter 
t = wall thickness 
~ = member length 
It is required that the Euler buckling capacity PEu be 
higher than the longeron load P by a factor of kp ' or 
= 
24 
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(19) 
Combining Eqs. (16), (17), (18), and (19) yields, for solid 
rod memliers, 
f (20) 
or, for thin-wall tu~e members, 
f .. (21) 
Equations (20) and (21) say that the cantilever frequency is l/k f 
times the blanket frequency when the blanket tension is at a level 
which loads the longerons to 11k times their buckling capacity. p 
This is compared to Eq. (13), which determines the beam frequency 
dtrect1y from its st:lffness and mass. Member size d is that which 
yields the same r~sult for Eqs. (13) and (20) or (13) and (21). 
5.2.2 Bending 
The amount of bow in the greatest deflecting men-ber is con-
sidered when usiug this method of mel'\ber sizing This member is 
one of two at the end of the beam which reacts the bldnket tension 
at a standoff distance of five ffiember diameters, so that 
M = 5 Td 
"2 
The ancunt of deflection is (see ref. 5, Tabl~ 3, Item 3e) 
25 
(22) 
(23) 
r 
where 
,. ,. length of bending member 
,. bending member s~ction moment 
,. for solid rod 
'"' 
for thin-wall tube 
The deflection is limited to 
(24) 
Combining Eqs. (lv), (22), (23), and (24) yields, for solid rod 
members, 
f '"' (25) 
or, for thin-wall tube members, 
f = (26) 
Equations (25) and (26) say that the cantilever frequency is 
llk f times the blanket frequency, when the vlanket tension is at 
a level which deflects supporting members kd times their diameter. 
This is compared to Eq. (13) which determined the beam frequency 
directly from its stiffness and mass. Member size d is that 
which yields the same result for Eqs. (13) and (25) or (13) and 
(26) . 
This approach results in a conservatively heavy ~eam because 
each member is sized to meet the bending moment of the two end 
members. 
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SECTION 6 
EXTENDIBLE SUPPOR'~ STRUCTURE CONCEPT 
The Extendible Support Structure (ESS), originally developed 
by Astro Research Corporation to support the synthetic aperture 
radar antenna, was flown on the Seasat spacecraft. The ESS con-
cept for deployment and support of a solar array is shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. The beam is of width b, depth h, and baylength 
t, and is composed of tubes of diameter d and wall thickness t. 
For the Sea~at application, rigid solar panels were an integral 
part of the structure in both the packaged and deployed state. 
For this case, th~ solar array and the support structure are es-
sentially separa~e, except for periodic attachments. 
The method of sizing the structure is outlined in St)ction 5. 
The ESS is, in general, a structure with rather long tubular 
members. A conservative design is obtained using the bending 
method of Eqs. (13) and (26). A lighter d£ ign with a sm~ller 
load margin is obtained using the Euler buckling method of Eqs. 
( 13) and ( 21) . 
6.1 BEAM PF.OPERTIES 
Equation (13) contains terms which pertain to intrinsic beam 
properties of mass and stiffness. 
6.1.1 Stiffness 
The stiffneus of the ESS is expressed as (see ref. 6) 
EI = 
I 
" fi , ' j, 
, ' 
~ 
~ 
! p, 
[; 
f 
t 
" ~ 
I 
I 
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J 
~ 
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r 
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f 
. 
I 
....., 
IX) 
Legend: 
R. baylength 
b beam width 
h beam depth 
T blanket tension 
"- r-b~ ~ ~ --L~~ 
1 
-Otd 
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-~'.", 
Typical fold 
points 
cross section 
Figure 5. ESS concept. 
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Material: 
Graphite/epoXY tubing: E = 110 GPa, P = 1520 kg/m
3 
Wall thickness tw ~ 0.25 rom 
Diameter d ~ 0.25 cm 
Structure equivalents: 
EI = 0.2364 Edtw2.
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GJ 
2 2 
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kg/m (k ~ 2) 
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Figure 6. ESS configur.ation. 
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where 
h • beam depth 
A • ndt • member area 
An arbitrary design constraint ia appli~d, whereby the ratio 
of beam depth h to bay length l is aqual to t~~ :dtic used for 
Se.,.sat, or 
h IS 0.336 V. 
Then 
(27) 
6.1.2 Mass 
The cantilevered mass of the ESS includes the masses of its 
tubular members and joints and the blanket pay10ad itself, or 
M .. 
6.1.2.1 Mass of Tubes - The tubular mass is determined by muiti-
plying the linear density by the beam length, or 
... m'tu I. (29) 
The beam consists of longerons, face and side diagonals, and face 
and side battens, so that 
30 
r 
m' ~ m' + m' + m' + ' + ' tu i fd sd m fb m.b 
• 4pA + 
where i, b, and h correspond to the lengths shown in Figure 6, p 
is tube material bulk density, and A is the tube cross-sectional 
area. Thus, 
(30) 
m' ,. 8.75 pA 
tu 
6.1.2.2 Mass of Joints - The joint mass is expressed as a func-
tion of tube mass by 
k 
The joint factor k, mul tipl ied b'! the tube mass, gives the beam 
maGS and is est.imated by investigating the Seasat ESS assembly. 
The joint maRS in the ESS for Seasat ~as 8 kg, over a length of 
10.7 r.l, so that 
mj Seas at ,. 0 .75 kg/m 
The tube diameter was 0.0127 m with a 0.00075-m wall thickness. 
In accordance with Eq. (30), the graphite tube masS per length 
is determined to be 0.40 kg/m. Theref0re, for Seasat, 
k-l = 0.75/0.40 = 1.88 
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and 
k • 2.R8. 
This joint factor, obtained for an assembly having compara-
tively high wall thicknes8, should be greater for joints connect-
ing thinner wall tubing. Efforts directed toward decreasing the 
Seasat joint weight (see Figure 7) have succeeded in lowering the 
factor to approximately 1.9. Projecting from these results, the 
following joint factors are assumed. 
TUBE WALL THICKNESS 
______ t~(~mm~) ______ _ 
0.75 
0.50 
0.25 
6.2 SIZE-FREQUENCY RELATIONS 
JOINT FACTOR 
k 
1.9 
2.2 
2.5 
Table 2·1 is a listing of an HP34-C calculator program which 
correlates payload mass and frequency with ESS mass and fr~quency. 
The latter three termH are determined by member length and cross-
sectional properties as outlined in Section 5. Figures 8, 9, and 
10 indicate tube size, beam mass, and frequency trends of the ESS 
system configuration for Designs 1, 2, and 3, respectively, sized 
by the Euler buckling method of Eqs. (13) and (21). 
6.3 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM 
The ~SS deployment mechanism consiets of latching clamps 
which hold the packaged assembly rigidly together. Dpon release 
of these clamps, the assembly is free to expand and does so in a 
controlled fashion by motorized exter.sion of the rear scissors 
longeron. There are threo clamps, one for each stack of hinges, 
which make a direct load path to the spacecraft. Such an assembly 
is expected to have a mass approximately equal to the joint mass. 
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Object on right: Joint J2-1 used on Sea.at 
ESS structure. Mase: 92 gmt 
ObJect on left: Joint J2-1 lighteneJ as follows: 
Web reduced from 0.30 to 0.08 
inch; hole diameter increased 
from 0.25 to 0.30 inch. 
Mass: 46 gmt Reduction: 50 
percent. 
Figure 7. Joint mass reduction. 
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TABLE II. ESS MASS-t"REOUENCY. 
REGISTER VALUE FLAG SET CLEAR 
- --
I f 0 Buckling Bending 
0 t 0.00075, 1 
-50,-25 2 
, 
1 2, J ~ 
~ 2 d 
~ 3 :beam ROUTINE 4 Bl,53,30 -hl A Buckling 5 L 31.5 B Bending 
6 .J l:i20 11 0 Continue 
7 E 1.1 x 10 1 Solve for d 
8 itot/l. B.75 2 Continue 
9 I<EI 0.2364 3 Buck1~ calc. 
.0 I<f 0.560 4 Continue 
. 1 If 2, 1.1206 5 Store t, Mbl 
.2 kp 2.0 
j 
ENTRY: Enter w.;.th Q. I A: Buckling B: Bending 
I 1 LA Buckling: 20 RTN SFO set flag Ll G'ro S2 , # 
LB Bending: PSE 1 
CFO clear flag '1 } LO x S1 RO area 
R2 } x guess d R6 10 x 
+ 30 R8 
Solve 1 solve for d x 
GT2 3 
RIS RO , l 
L2 2 I Rl EEX joint factor k R3 Mbeam J RI f x 
R2 EXIT: d 
x 
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4.1 R5 
50 
60 
70 
x 
83 
R9 
R7 
x 
R~ 
x 
x 
R2 
x 
RO 
x 
R3 
R4 
+ 
R5 
3 
yx 
R.O 
x 
81 
R2 
3 
yx 
RU 
x 
R7 
,. 
R4 
R5 
R5 
Ri 
80 2 
x 
Rl 
3 
f 
TABLE II. (concluded). 
1 
TT 
X 
4 
90 f 
F?O 
GT3 
2 
R.I 
G'N 
L3 
R.2 
100 r 
.. 
R.O 
L4 fbuckle 
EEX 
3 
x 
INT 
llJ x ~ 0 
LST x 
RTN 
L5 ) S4 • SO 
RTN 
new t, Mbl 
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Bldnket: 81 kg; 0.643 kg/m2 
Tube wall thickness • 0.75 mm 
Graphite/epoxy 
1 
Bay length ~, m 
Tube diameter d, cm 
2 
Frequency, Hz 
1 beam mass, kg 
100 
Figure 8. ESS configuration: Design 1. 
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1.0 
0.8 
,.6 
.4 
.2 
o 
Blanket: 53 kg7 0.421 kg/m2 
Tube wall thickness: 0.50 mm 
Graphite/epoxy 
Tube diameter 0, cm 
Frequency, Hz 
bean mass, kg 
c 
1 2 
Bay length ~, m 
Figure 9. ESS configuration: Design 2. 
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Blanket: 30 kg: 0.238 kg/m2 
Tube wall thickness = 0.25 mm 
Graphite/epoxy 
~ube diameter d, cm 
L---------~l~====~-~ 
Bay length £, m 
Frequency, Hz 
1 beam mass, kg 
100 
Figure 10. ESS configuration: Design 3. 
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6.4 SYSTEM MAS., 
The mass of the ESS system, using Eq. (1), is itemized for 
Design 2 at ~ O.2-Hz cantilever frequency in Tablv) III. It ap-
pears that the design goal (blanket mass/system mass;> 0.6) is 
attainable at thi~ frequency. The ESS systom mass for Designs 1, 
2, and 3 is giv~n a$ a function of fr~quency in Figure~ 11, 1~, 
and 13. These curves serve as 4 mean~ of compari~on of the 
various blanket support schemes and as an indication of the mass 
penal ty .t.nvol ved in attaining hight!:t' frequencies. 
6.5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system for deployment and support of a solar-array blanket 
using the ESS is shown in Figures 14 and 15. The blanket is 4 m 
wide by 31.5 m long, with 80 accordian-pleat segments. It is at-
tached to the beam on standoffs at i't spac.:ing of two baylel1gths £. 
Deployment of the ESS system is in a continuous motion, 
whereby each part of the blanket and structure mcve at an essen-
tially constant velocity. The time required for deployment, io 
which the tip speed is 5 cm/s, is 10.5 min. 
The beam shown in Figure 14 is sized to support the 53-kg 
Design 2 ~lanket at a cantilever frequency of 0.2 Hz. The dimen-
sions are presented in Table III. 
The p~ckage volume of the stowed 0.2-Hz structure is approx-
imately 0.28 m3 , consisting of a rather flat box (1.7 m long by 
1.25 m wide by 0.13 m high). 
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TABLE III. BLANKET DESIGN 2: POINT DESIGNS FOR 
ESS, ASTROMAST, AND STACBEAM 
(frequency • 0.2 Hz). 
~--------------------~----------,-----------,---------~ DESIGN COMPONE~TS 
Mblanket' Mbl 
Mcontainer' Mcont 
Mharne!ls' Mh 
Blanket Tension 
Strut Diameter 
(wall) 
Bay Length (diameter) 
Mbeam 
Mdap1 mech 
Mactuator' Ma 
Mguide cables' Mge 
Mbattens' Mb 
Mstandoffs' Mso 
System Mass 
ESS 
53 kg 
12.1 kg 
4.0 kg 
26 N 
0.68 cm 
(0.50 mm) 
1.65 m 
9.0 kg 
4.5 kg 
2.6 kg 
0.5 kg 
0.9 kg 
0.5 kg 
87.1 kg 
40 
ASTROMAST 
53 kg 
12.1 kg 
4.0 kg 
47 N 
0.35 em 
(0.70 m) 
4.1 kg 
38.8 kg 
4.7 kg 
0.5 kg 
0.7 kg 
0.5 kg 
118.4 kg 
STACBEAM 
53 kg 
12.1 kg 
4.0 kg 
24N 
0.31 em 
0.45 m 
10.0 kg 
6.4 kg 
2.4 kg 
0.5 kg 
0.9 kg 
0.5 kg 
89.8 kg 
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----
/ Blanket only 
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Frequency, Hz 
Figure 11. Astromast, STACBEAM, and ESS system mass 
versus frequency for Design 1 blanket. 
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Figure 13. Astromast, STACBEAM, and ESS mass versus 
frequency for Design 3 blanket. 
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SECTION 7 
ASTROMAST CONCEPT 
The Astromast concept for deployment and support of a solar 
array is shown in Figure 16. The beam is ot diameter 0 and con-
siats of battens, diagonals, and continuous :ongeron8 (referred 
to as 3ubscripta b, d, and i, respectively). Battens are spac~d 
at a distance i, which is given the term baylength. In thia con-
cept, the blanket is necessarily detached froru the structure in 
the packaged condition and is dynamically connected to the struc-
ture as it leaves the canister. This mode of attachment is 
required because the packaged portion of the Astromast rot~teH 
during deployment. 
The method of sizing the structure is not the iterative 
method outlined in Section S. Rather, it is a straightforward 
calculation of frequency versus beam size. This is beca1Jse in 
order to package the Astromast by coiling the longerons, the 
longeron diameter is a strict proportion of boom diameter, or 
.. £0 (31) 
This proportiona11ty fixes the boom stiffness and mass as functions 
only of boom diameter. 
7.1 BEAM PROPERTIES 
7.1.1 Stiffness 
The bending stiffnes~ of the Astromast. is a function of beam 
diameter 0 and longer on cross-sectional area Ai' or 
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El • 3 02 8 (EA) 2-
• 1 02 E'IT (20
2 
-8 4 
• 
3 'IT (2£ 0 4 fi 
7.1.2 Ma •• 
The cantilevered rna •• of the A.~roma.t i • 
• 
7.1.2.1 Ma •• of Members - The factor k
m 
relat •• beam rna •• to 
longeron mass as follow.: 
Then 
• 
"" 
1 + (1.39) (0.64) + (2) (1.71) (0.09) 
- 2.20 in standard Astromast 
M be£,: -
2 2 1.65 'lTE pO Lx + Mbl 
, 
i 
( 33) 
Combining Eqs. (32) and (33) with Eq. (13) yields the canti-
lever frequency a8 a functjon of the beam diameter. 
The required blanket attachment spacing is then determined 
according to blanket frequency and longeron buckling considera-
t.ions. Using Eqs. (16), (17), (18), and (19} yields 
£.att • 
7.1.2.2 Mass of Joints - The joint factor k "" ] + KOm is the 
ratio of mast weight, including joints, to the weight of the 
struts alone and has been evaluated in terms of mast djameter for 
a fiberglass Astromast. The joint mass of a fiberglass Astromast 
per unit length is 
where 
K,m = empirically derived numbers g 
N = total strut mass longeron mass 
The joint mass per bay is 
m. )g = 
= 
W'. lo )g 0 
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In terms of joint mass, to use a different strut material of al-
lowable strain ( is analogous to reducing the diameter 0: the 
fiberglass Astrmnast to (£/(.g)O. Thus, the ratio of joint mass 
to strut mass per bay is 
The 
m' j 
where 
K 
• 2 2 t Npc 0 i5 D 
• K :.s. (!....-)l + m om 
9 r f 9 
joint mass per unit 
m. In 
.-J. s :: T ms 
~ ) ( , \1+ m 
= K -.S. (g) om 9 ~ ) 
= KOmNPt.: 20
2 
r , r + m 
= K ~ (~. g ) ( ~. g 
length is 
N~' ( 2 0 2 
The empirically derived quantities for the fiberglass Astro-
mast (~ = ~280 kg/m3 and l = 0.015) are 
9 9 
K = 0.3842 
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and 
m • -0.48 
These quantities, converted for a graphite Astromast (~) . 1520 
kg/m 3 and 0.005) , t .. are 
1< .. 0.3255 
and 
m = -0.48 
7.2 SIZE-FR~QUENCY RELATIONS 
Table IV is a listing of an HP14-C calculator program which 
calculates beam frequency ~s a function of beam diameter and 
blanket mass. This program also calculates the maximum allowable 
blanket attachment spacing. Figure 17 illustrates the beam mass 
and frequency trends of the Astromast system. 
7.3 DEPLOYMFNT MECHANISM 
The Astromast is d~ployed by an active mechanism: a rotating 
nut, which has a diameter equal to the mast diameter, lifts the 
mast through a trensition section during deployment. Required 
components incl~de a rotating plate for the package~ portion of 
the mast, a cylindrical can, and the rotating nut. The mass of 
this assembly has been dete~mined to be 
M depl mect" = 4.3 0 + 73 D2 
expressed in kilograms, for a 3l.5-m-long Astromast where di3meter 
D is expressed in meters. This eqJation was taken from reference 
7 with the mass scaled by the ratio of graphite density to fiber-
glass density. 
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TABLE lV. AS'rROMAST MASS-FREQUENCY. l 
REGISTER VALUE FLAG SET CLEAR 1 1 
I f 0 '. ] 
... 
0 D 1 
f 1 M 
1.245xl0 ll 
2 
~ 2 E
beam 3 
3 0.005 
4 311/32 0.2945 
5 
" 
1520 ROUTINE 
6 r. 31.5 A Calc. f , Mbeam , ~ 7 1. 6 5 ~1 5.18 att 
8 Mbl 81,53,30 
B New Mbl 
9 3.52/21 0.560 
· 0 k f 3 
· 1 k '2 P . , 
· 2 0.7875 0.7875 \. 
• J -0.48 -0.48 
· 4 0.3255 0.3255 
ENTRY: A: Enter with D 
B: New blanket mass 
1 LA 20 R7 
~9. 
x
2 
x 
RO 
R.3 
R2 yx 
x R.4 
R1 
x 
x 
1 
x + 
10 R4 x 
x EI 
RO 
30 Sl M 
R8 l'eam 
R3 + 
x
2 x R6 
R5 j x 
x y 
R6 
x 
R9 
52 
'$ tiL,,··· 
TABLE IV. (concluded) . 
40 x 
SI f 
RO 
... 
~ 
f 
R~ 
x 
x 
R.O 
50 R2 
R6 
x 
R.l 
R8 
x 
R.2 
60 x j RO D 
~ .. ~att ~ ~~ Rl , beam l 
RI EXIT: f 
RTN 
LB 
S8 
RTN 
53 
r 
1.0 
0.8 
• 6 
.4 
• 2 
o 
Blanket: 81, 53, 30 kg; 0.643, 0.421, 0.238 kg/m2 
Longeron diameter • 0.005 x mast diameter 
Graphite/epoxy 
Mbl = 30 kg 
Mb1 = 53 kg 
] F~eqUenCY. Mb1 = 81 kg Hz 
1 rrrrr beam mass, kg 
0.5 1 
Diameter D, m 
Figure 17. Astromast configuration for Designs 1, 2, and 3. 
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7.4 SYSTEM MASS 
The mass of the Astromast system, using Eq. (1), is itemized 
for Design 2 at a 0.2-Hz cantilever frequency as shown in Table 
III. The design goal (blanket mass/system mass) 0.6) is not met 
in this case. The canister weighs 38.8 kg and must be reduced to 
8.7 kg in order to meet the design goal. The Astromast system 
mass is shown, as a function of frequency, for Designs 1, 2, and 
3 in Figures 11, 12, and 13, r~spective1y. 
7.5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The system for deployment and support of a solar-array blanket 
using an Astromast is shown in Figures 18 and 19. The blanket is 
4 m wide by 31.5 m long, with 80 accord ian-pleat segments. It is 
attached to the beam with standoffs at a sufficient number of 
points to maintain a hign blanket frequency. Battens are attached 
to the blanket at the standoff locations to provide lateral stiff-
ness. 
The method of deployment is as follows: The Astromast depioy~ 
from an initial coiled condition by means of a standard canister. 
As the Astromast emerges from the canister, the blanket is attached 
to the mast by the method shown in Figure 19. A tip speed of 5 
cm/s indicates a deployment time of 10.5 min. 
The beam shown in Figure 18 is sized to support the 53-kg 
Design 2 blanket at a cantilever frequency of 0.2 Hz. The dimen-
sions are presented in Table III. 
The packaging volume of the stowed 0.2-kg structure is ap-
proximately 0.75 m3 , consisting of a cylinder 0.75 m in diameter 
and 1.7 m in length. 
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SECTION 8 
STACBEAM CONCEPT 
The Stacking Triangular Articulated Comract B~am (STACBEAM) 
concept for dftployment and support of a solar-array blanket is 
shown in Figures 20 and 21. Specinl characteristics of the 
STACBEAM structure are as follows: 
• It deploys sequentially, one bay at a ~ime, by 
unfolding and locking hinges provided at the 
midpoint of each longeroil and diagonal • 
• The battens move linearly, without rotation, 
during this deployment . 
• All hinges have a single d~gree of freedom. 
The structure is ~ized using the iterative method outlined in 
Section 5. The beam is of width b , depth hand bdylcngth £, 
and :.s composed of solid rods. Equations (13) and (20) are thus 
usee to size the beam by the Euler buckling method. 
8.1 BEAM PROPERTIES 
Equation (13) contains terms which pertain to intrinsic beam 
properties: stiffness and mass. 
8.1.1 Stiffness 
'fhe expression for the stiffness of the STACBEAM .i.s the same 
as for the ESS. 
where 
lE:I = £ h2 EA 3 
h = beam depth 
A = member area 
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As shown 1n Figure 20, the be~m depth h i. related to bay-
length Q, by 
h • 
Then 
EI • 
0.1.2 Mas. 
3 i 2 EA ! 
, , 
( 34) 
The cantilevered mass of the STACBEAM includes the masses of 
the members and joints, and the blanket payload itself. 
(35) 
M • 
:=4 
8.1.2.1 Mass of Members - The member mass of their linear density 
times the beam length, or 
• m' L oem 
This density is the sum given by the longerons, battens, and 
diagonals 
m' 
mem 
.. 
.. 
:: 
m' + m' + m' i b d 
14.2 oA 
(36) 
(37) 
8.1.2.2 Mass of Joints - The joint mass in the STACBEAM is assumed 
equal to the member mass. Then the joint factor 
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i , 
r 
Mj k rr- + 1 
nlem 
is assigned the value k • 2. 
8.2 SIZE-FREQUENCY RELA'l'IONS 
Table V is a listiny of an Hr-3~C calculator program which 
correlates payloau mass and f.requency with STACBEAM mass and fre-
quency 1 the latter three term~1 being determined by m"mber length 
and cross-sectional properties aD outlined in Section 5. Figures 
2~, 23, and 24 indicate member size, beam rna •• , and rrequency 
trend. of the STACBEAM system, using me'l'bers consist.1.ug of solid rods. 
8.3 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM 
ThEl STACUEAM uses a reciproc~ting mechanism which deploys 
each bay separately, as shown in Fiqure 25. Each of the tele-
scoping tube assemblies is sized to equal the stiffness of the 
STACBEAM as follows: 
(EI) t .. (EI) SB 
3 
ttEt 
3 2 iT 2 
ESB iTr t .. ! 9. SB 4" d SB 
2 
ESB 
tt 
3 (ld)SB 
.. if - 3 ~ r t 
The tube linear density is 
m' = 2iT(rtO)t 
2 
ESB 3iT ( lSBd sB ) Pt '" T r t Et 
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TABLE V. STACBEAM 
R'EGISTER VALrJE 
I f 
n t 0.00075,-50, 
-25 
1 Q. 
2 d 
3 M 
4 Mbeam 81,53,30 
:5 Lbl 31. 5 
6 p 1520 11 
7 E 1.1 x 10 
8 ~~ot/L 14.2 9 2.0 
.0 k J 2.0 
. 1 k P 3.0 
. 2 f 10 n 
ENTRY: Enter with X-
A: Tube 
B: Solid 
1 LA Tube: 20 
SFO set flag 
GTO 
LB Solid: 
CFO clear flag 
LO 
S1 
R2 
} guess d t 
10 t 
+ 10 
Solve 1 Solve for d 
GT2 
R/S 
L2 
Rl Q. 
R3 ~beam RI 
R2 EXIT: d 
MASS-FREQUENCY. 
FLAG SET CLEAR 
0 Tube Solid 
1 
2 
3 
ROUTINE 
A Tube 
B Solid 
0 Continue 
1 Solve for d 
2 Continue 
j Tube 
4 rr 
5 Tube 
6 Continue 
RTN 
Ll 
S2 
PSE 
F?O 
GT3 
x 2 
4 
GT4 
L3 
} Tube RO 
x 
L4 
'IT 
x 
t 
t 
R8 
x 
I.' 
I:, 
l'~ 
j " ; 1 
" . ' 1 
• 
i 
! 
I'. 
'.' j 
~ ~ 
l tt 
1 
~ 
1 
. ,., 
~ 
r" 
TABLE V. (concludeu) . 
40 H6 80 
x R.2 
RS .x 
, x Rl 
'" R9 ~ 
~ X 11 S3 M 1 .- .. beam 1 S 
yx 
50 5 90 x 
R~ 4 
x 
x P.2 
R7 F?O 
x G2'S l, 
x EI x } R3 x Solid R4 2 
+ 
60 100 ") ~ 4- I RS 3 yx GT6 't; , 
L5 I 3 x y Tube ~ 5 RD 
6 ~ x l 
-x 
70 SI f 110 x 
R7 L6 f 
R.O buckle 
EEX l 
R4 3 J 
x , ~ R5 INT ~ x 'f D 
LSTX 
, 
A 
R.l 
, 
RTN ~ 
l 
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Figure 22. STACBEAM configuration: Design 1. 
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Figure 23. STACBEAM configuration: Design 2. 
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Figure 24. S'l'l\CBEAM confi.gur<.ltion: Design 3. 
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The mass of the mechanism is the product of this linear 
density and the length of stiff tubing. Each of the three tele-
scoping assemblies consists of three nested tubes of d length ap·· 
proximately the bay length so that the mechanism mass is 
MdepJ. mech .. 
The tube radius is now arbitrarily set at one-fourth the 
beam baylength, yielding a deployment mechanism mass of 
8.4 SYSTEM MASS 
The mass o~' the STACBEAM system, using Eq. (1) is i temizf:.'d 
for Design 2 at 0.2-Hz cantilever frequency as shown iu Table 111. 
:t appears that the design goal (blanket mass/system mass ~ 0.6) 
is attainable at this frequency. The STACBEAM system mass for 
Desiqns 1, 2, and 3 is given as a function of fre~uer.cy in Figures 
11, 12, and 13. 
8.5 SYSTEM OESCRIPTION 
The system used for deployment and support of a solar-array 
blanket using a STACBEAM is shown in Figures 25, 26, 27, 28, and 
29. The blanket is 4 m wide by 31.5 m long, with 80 accord ian-
pleat segments. It is attached to the beam on standoffs at ten 
equally spaced intervals. Battens are attached to the blanket 
at thes~ locations. 
Tha deplo~nent mecnanism erects the stacked assembly in a 
sequential manner, which ensures stiffness and integrity during 
deployment. Continuity of stiffness is established as shown in 
Figure 25. ~elescoping erection tubes are used which equal the 
STACBEAM stiffness. During deployment, the beam consists of three 
distinct regions: 
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• Regi~n 1 is characterized by fully deployed bays, 
with all members extended, which form a rigid 
lattice structure. 
• Region 2 is characterized by undeployed bays . 
• Region 3 connects Regions 1 and 2, and consists 
of one partially erected bay. 
T~~ partially deployed bay of Region 3 i. erect~d in a con-
trolled fashion IS follows. The outer end of ~his bay has its 
batten frame extended rigidly by three lifter assemblies, one at 
each corner, as shown in Figure 26. When full extension of this 
bay is reached, the three corners of the inner batten frame are 
brought into, and held rigidly by, the keeper assembly, Figure 26. 
The basic component of the keeper assembly is a pair of sta~ wheels 
. 
which engage the corner of the batten frame (see Figure 27). The 
rotation of each pair of sta~ wh~els is coupled so that the batten 
frame does not twist during engagement. The lifter assembly then 
disengages the outer batten frame, retracts, and engages the inner 
batten frame which is held by the keeper assembly. 
~he beam shown in Figure 28 is sized for DeSign 2 (53-kg 
blanket) at a frequency of 0.2 Hz. It is constructed of 0.3l-cm-
diameter solid members with a bay length of 0.45 m'. This results 
in a b~am mass of 10.2 kg. Additional details of the STACB£AM 
system are shown in Figure 29. 
The reciprocal mode of deployment results in a longer deploy-
ment time compared to the other cotlcepts. Assuming a sinusoidal 
reciprocation veloclty with ~5 cm/s peaks, the average deployment 
velocity is 3.19 cm/s and the required deployment time is 33.0 
min. 
When stowed, the beam package resembles a tr iangul.u pr ism 
with 0.78-m sides and a height of 0.45 m. The packaging volume 
of this 0.2-Hz structure (excluding blanket package) is approxi-
mately (;.24 m3 . 
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SECTION 9 
COMPARISONS 
The three structural concepts for blanket support are evalu-
ated by using several bases of comparison: system mass, torsional 
stiffness, simplicity and reliability of deployment, package size, 
deployment force, deployment time, and growth adaptability. 
9.1 SYSTEf.1 MASS 
Table III itemizes masses for Design 2 at 0.2 Hz and Figures 
11, 12, and 13 indi~~te system mass trends, as a function of 
cantilever frequency, for each of the three structural concepts 
and each bla~~et design. F~?ure 11 shows that any of the three 
structural concepts is acceptable ir. terms of mass for Design 1 
at frequencies of 0.1 Hz or less. For support of lighter blankpts 
(Designs 2 and 3) the Astromast canister mass is too great a 
fraction of the blanket mass and causes the system mass to exceed 
the design goal. 
9.2 TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES 
The torsional frequency of the solar blanket arrays is af-
fected not only by the beam stiffness but also by blanket tension 
which produces torques that oppos~ the direction of beam twist. 
The expression for beam torsional frequency is 
f tnrs 
::: 
for a blanket of mass Mbl , l~ngth L, width a, tension T, and a beam 
of torsional rigidity GJ and mass moment of inertia I about its 
longitudinal axis (see ref. 7). 
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A beam of rna •• M with an equilateral triangular crOBB section 
of ci~~umscribed radius r has a rna •• moment of 
I • 1 ( M£) 2 ! 1 + lr Mr 
where M1/M ia the fraction of beam maas along the 10ngerons. 
9.2.1 ESS Sy.t~~ 
9.2.1.1 Torsional Rigidity - The torsional rigidity of the ESS 
(ref. 6) ia 
GJ • 
This function, evaluated ~or Seasat proportion& (~/t • 1.121, 
b/~ = 0.756, d/l = 1.254, hit - 0.336, all EAs equal) is 
GJ g 0.40 t 2 EA 
9.2.1.2 Moment of tnertia - The fraction of beam mass, including 
joints, in the longeror.s of the ESS is 
Ml 
M 0.73 
The ESS radius, since its cross section is not an equilateral 
triangle, is approximat~d by 
2 = (~h)2 r ESS .) = 
r 
Then 
.. i (1 + 0.73)M(0.050) i 2 
9.2.1.3 Tors;.onal Frequencies - Using the above equationa, tor-
sional frequencies f)r the ESS supporting either of the three 
blanket designs, at cantilever frequencies in tne range of 0.1 to 
0.3 Hz, are consistEhltly higher than the cantilever freq\lency by 
& factor of 30 to 35. 
9.2.2 Astromast System 
9.2.2.1 Tors~onal Rigidity - The torsional rigidity of the Astro-
mast is 
GJ 0
2 
(3 sin S cos 2 B EAd ) = 8" 
where 
S = batten-diagonal angle, -35.7 degrees 
n(0.0015 D): 
Ad '"' 4 
E 1. 245 lOll ~/m 2 = x 
Then 
GJ = 3.18 x 10 4 0 4 
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9.2 .. 2.2 Moment of Inertia - The fraction of beam macs in the 
longerons of the Astromast is 
M~ 
0.61 14 :: 
Then 
T 1 (1 + 0.61) M 0
2 
... 2" T 
= 0.20 Mo2 
9.2.2.3 Torsional Frequencies - Using the above equations, tor-
sional frequencies for the Astromast supporting either of the 
three blanket designs, at cantilever frequencies in the range of 
0.1 to O.~ HZ, are consistently higher than the cantilever fre-
quency by a factor of 2 to 3. 
9.2.3 STACBEAM syst~ 
9.2.3.1 Torsional Rigidity - The torsional rigidity of the STAC-
I3EAM is 
GJ = 
This function, for a/P.. = 2, b/~ = 13, h/~ .- 3/2, and all EAs 
equal is 
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9.2.3.2 Moment of Inertia - The fraction of bea~ mass, including 
joints, in the longerons of the STACBEAM is 
0.36 
The STACBEAM radius is 
r = £, 
Then 
I = i (1 + 0.36) M£,2 
= 0.68 M£.2 
9.2.3.3 Torsional Frequencies - Using th~ above equations, tor-
sional frequencies for the STACBEAM supporting either of the three 
blanket designs, at cantilever frequencies in the range of 0.1 to 
0.3 HZ, are consistently higher than the cantilever frequency by 
a factor of 150 to 170. 
9.3 DEPLOYMENT 
Aspects of deployment, which are factors in evaluation, are 
time duration, reliability, force, and natural frequency during 
deployment. As discussed in Sections 6.5, 7.5, and 8.5, the ESS 
and the Astromast each take 10 min to deploy; the STACBEAM takes 
33 min. 
The r~lative reliabilities of deployment of each concept can 
be compared by considering their special characteristics . 
• The ESS deploys by simultaneously opening all bays 
so that each member receives its deployment force 
by transmission through the assembly. The maximum 
number of bays which can be deployed successfully 
is not known. 
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• The Astromast deploya by uncoiling helically 
wound longerons. Therefore, attachment of the 
blanket t~ the mast must take place during 
deployment. This type of blanket attachment 
is a special development problem . 
• The STACBEAM requires synchronized fJl"gagement 
and lifting of the three corners of each tri-
angular batten frame. This can be accomplished 
e.Lectronically or mechanically, and is not con-
sidered to b~ a difficult development problem. 
The mass of this synchronization assembly is 
considered part of the actuator mass. 
In order to properly tension the blanket, a high deployment 
force is required, particularly toward the end of deployment. 
Both the Astromast and the STACBEAM are cap~ble of exerting a 
high de~loyment force, since the deployment mechanism operates 
directly on the fully erected portion of the mast. The ESS is 
not capable of delivering a high deployment force. 
Since the full ~tiffness of the ESS is not developed until 
it is completely deployed, the system frequency is degraded during 
deployment. This probl"!m is not encountered in the other systems. 
The blanket frequency is degraded d,uing deployment in all cases, 
since full blanket tension is not developed unt1l. full deployment. 
9.4 GROWTH ADAPTABILITY 
As mentioned in Section 9.3, the maximum number of bays 
which can be deployed successfully is not known for the ESS. This 
limits its consideration for longer arrays. 
Consideration of longer arrays would probably increase ~he 
attractiveness of the Astromast system, since the canister mass 
would not be as great a fraction of the total system mass. How-
ever, for shorter arrays, the Astromast is less attractive because 
the canister mass does not decrease as rapidly as other component 
ma"ses. 
The growth potential of the STACBEAM is excellent; deplo~~ent 
force is not a function of the total number of bays to be erocted. 
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9.5 
ESS 
and 
SYSTEM PACKAGING 
The three concepts have three distinct package shapes. The 
package is a flat box, the Aatromast package is a long cylinder, 
the STACBEAM package is a triangular prism. 
I 
i; 
SECTIO~ 10 
EFFECTS OF BLANKET SIZE AND SHAPE 
It is desired to kno~ how total system mass ~nd package 
volume vary with blanket size and shape. These relationships 
are investigated using the STACBEAM structural concept with a 
blanket dendity of 0.421 kg/m2 (Design 2). The baseline for 
comparison is the point solution for a cantilever frequency of 
0.2 Hz, il'. which the blanket dimensions are 4 by 31.5 m. It 
is not reasonable that beams of all lengths vibrate at the 0.2-Hz 
reference frequency; in this case, the frequency is made to vary 
inversely with the beam length. 
10.1 MASS 
The system mass is the sum shown in Eq. (1) and the beam 
mass is determined using the itorative method outlined in Section 
5. The mass of the blanket is the blanket density times its 
area. The container mass is de~~rmined using the method showr. 
in Section .2, where the unsut)~ .. "rted pan~l lengths are 0.532 
and 1.064 In for the 2- and 4-m blanket widths. The 8-m blanket 
width is obtained using two 4-m assemblies. The harness mass 
is taken to be proportional to blanket area, at 0.03175 kg/m2 . 
The deployment mechanism mass is determined as shown in 
Section 8.3. The actuator mass is 1, 2, and 4 kg for blanket 
widths of 2, 4, and 8 m. The guide cable mass is insignificant, 
as shown in Secticn 4.7. 
The mass of the blanket-stiffening battens is determined as 
shown in Section 4.8. For the 8-m-wide blanket, a K factor of 
3.52 is used because a cantilever~d pair of 4-m-wide blankets is 
assumed. As shown in Section 4.9, the standoff mass is insigni-
ficant. 
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These masses are ~ummed and divided by blanket area. The 
quantity obtained is the array unit maSR and is plotted versus 
blanket area in Figure 30: it~mized quantities are listed in 
Table VI. 
10.2 VOLUME 
The package volume is the sum of deployer volume and blanket 
container volume. De~loye,!'" volume is calculated as the volume 
of one deployed bay because the stack height is approximately 
equal to the bay ~ength, and the equilateral triangle cross sec-
tion is conserved from packaged to deployed condition (see Figure 
25). This volume is 
Vdepl mech = 
3 /1" ~3 i 
The blanket container volume is 
wh~re h, p, and tbl are honeycomb panel, pad, and blanket thick-
nesses: and L, a, and ware blanket length, width, and fold 
spacing, respectively (see Figure 2). 
Summing these volumes and dividing by blanket area yields 
the package unit volume which is plotted versus blanket area 
in Figure 31. 
10.3 TRENDS 
The optimum area for a given blanket width appears to be 
proportion8l to width: therefore, a preferred length of about 
30 m is suggested. Rega.rdless of the blanket area requirement, 
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a width C£ln be chose,) which will yield thp. minima of system mass 
per blanket a,~aa of about 0.75 k9'/m2 and pack.age volume (:Jer blanket 
area of about 0.0015 m. 
The 4-m width is a good choice for the 126 m2 area. This 
should not be surprising, since a great dftal of effort w,s ex-
pended in the SEPS program to select an efficient aspect ratio. 
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SECTION 11 
CONCLUSIONS AND ReCOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the STl.CBEAM solar-array system should 
be the object 0f further study and detailed evaluation. The STAC-
BEAM system provides high stiffness at low mass, and with the use 
of a low mass deployment mechanism, full structural properties 
can be maintained throughout deployment. The stowed volume of 
the STACBEAM is acceptably small, and its linear deployment 'har-
acteristic allows periodic attachments to per:olar-array blanket 
to De established in the stowed configuration and maintained dur-
ing deployment. 
are: 
Properties of the STACBEAM structure which make it preferred 
• It deploys sequentially, one bay at a time, by unfolding 
and locking the h~nges located at the midpoint of each 
longeron and diagonal. 
• The battens move linearly, without rotation, during 
this deplcyment. 
• All hinges have a single degree of freedom~ 
• Structural elements are manufactured using graphite! 
~p'xy composite rods . 
.. ','h _ deployment mechanism provides full structural 
~tiffness during deployment. 
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APPENDIX A 
HONEYCOMB PANEL FIXITY 
Consider a panel of total length L with a pressure load q, 
supported by intervals U an shown. 
q 
I I I t I ,\ 
..-1- -u ·1 
r------------- L ------------f 
Panel deflection is express~d as (see Section 4.2) 
I'::. IS 
where U is the unsupported length and Kb is a bending deflection 
constant depending on support flx1ty. Fixed-suppart condilions 
can be assumed if sufficient overhang is allowed at the ends, 
limlt~ng end deflection so that it equals deflection between sup-
ports . 
. 
Ubetween = 
K u4 betweenq 
= D 
K U4 between = 
K (L-3U)4 
end 2 
I . 
. ) 
, , 
, 
I
, , 
~, : 
, 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
• 
f 
If we us. tho following values, 
Kbetween 
.. 
L • 4 m 
1 
r 
• 
the required support spacing is 
U "" 1. 064 m 
Mass of Supports 
The four pairs 
height b, and width 
Table 3, Item 2e of 
flection is 
b. = 
The support mass is 
= 
of supports thus locatej are each of length w, 
c. Each support~ ~ linaar load of qUo Using 
ref~ience 5, and setting c/b "" l/S, the de-
Evaluating for aluminum (E = 7 ~ 1010 N/m2, p = 2770 kg/m 3), the 
supports (U = 1.064 m, w = 0.4 m, b. = 0.003 m) have a mass of 
= 0.0178 rq 
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The three blanket designs require prepressures of q • 7383, 
4A31, and 2735 N/m2 (see Section 4.2 of this report). Thus, the 
supports have masses of 
M • 1 ~3, 1.24, 0.93 k~ supp 
l, ·Y'P. w~, , )U.;r',lo·'" 
,.iMJ.,·i!+· 
APPENDIX B 
THERMAL L~~ECT OF STRUCTURE 
ON BLANKET TEMPERATURE 
The purpose of this se~tion is to establjsh a criterion for 
the spacinq between the blanket and the structure t.- ensure small 
enolllJh thermal e f f ect. T!1C approximate anal ys i s presen ted here 
is self-contained and therofore should be read without referring 
to till' symbol list, for exal1lple, in the body of the paper. 
ConsL "I' the blankt..!t to be an infinite plane with the Sun 
si1ininq mH'II\.l1 to the fl'ont. surface which has a solar-temperature 
,d)HOrpl.~ll1co of 1\ and an emissivity at its temperilture of l Let 
p 
tilL' infL1red l'll1issivity/llbsorptivity of the beck surface be t l' 
.md .unHI!l11.' lh.lt tlll' l'lilnket hilH infinilf' conductivity through its 
lhi~'kJlI's:: dnd Zt'ro conductivity in its own plane. 
Nodl'l th0 obstructing structure behind the blanket. ilS a'1 
infinitl'ly lonq cylinder of didllletf'r d, located a distilnce h 
betwl'L'n thl' bl.lIlkf't dnd the cel't(~r of thp cylindf'r. Let tho 
l'lIli!;:;ivilY/.lbsorptivity of thl~ cylinder be (2' ilnd assume t.lh1t 
its conductivity is infinitf' ;\\..~ross its cross section. 
Tilt" tl'Il\I'l'l"atun,' of t.he cylinder T2 is liw same everywhere. 
Till" ll'Il1()l'l".:ltlll'l.' of the> blanket is constant in the direction 
p.1J-.:llll'l to tlll' cylinder but varies pprpenciiclililr lo il. 'I'he 
hiqllt'st tt'Il\I'l'I·,'tlln~ 1'1 will occur along the line directly in 
tn)Jll of thQ cyl indf'r. The thermnl-balanC'e equL,lion at this 
Pl) i n t i!; 
(: 0 ' I 1)" 1'1 
wIH'n' " is the Stefan-Boltzm.)!) constant, ,1' is the intensity of 
snl,\l" J-,hii<1lion, and ~\ is the anqle subtended by the cylinder 
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W:I~"!n v icwod f rom the poi nt on the blanket. The lef t -hand side 
represents the heat radiated from th~ blanket; the right-hand 
side reprosents approximately the heat received from the Sun and 
from the cylinder. Note that the approximation i6 conservativc 
in that all the (l -I 2) reflectcd enelogy is included. 
The therm.:ll-balance equation for the cylinder is approxi-
m<.ltely 
1 2 II T
4 11 
I 2 l' 1 2ii 
Note that the <.lpproximation is again conservative. Not only is 
all the (1 - \ 2) reflected energy included but also the energy 
c,);1\ing frum the blanket .is assumed to be that for its highest 
temDeratllrl' . 
n~note the temperature of the blanket for no backing struc-
ture to be TO' Then, ~omblning equations yields 
NOw, 
= 
'" o 
t o +' I -t l 4i1 
o -1 2 Sln d 2h 
substitlltinq .. ll1d assuming to I 1 gives 
.vr 
or o c- I :r; 1 )1/4 , -1 d Sln 2h - 1 
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The variation i. tabulAted below : 
h t.T 
d TO 
1 0.010 
3 .003 
5 .002 
7 .001 
A reasonable value of TO is 300 K. Then the temperature 
rise for hid> 5 8hould be le8s than 1 K. 
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